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BUILDING LARGE FREE SUBSHIFTS USING THE LOCAL LEMMA
ANTON BERNSHTEYN
Abstract. Gao, Jackson, and Seward [GJS09] proved that every countably infinite group Γ
admits a nonempty free subshiftX Ď 2Γ. Here we strengthen this result by showing that free subshifts
can be “large” in various senses. Specifically, we prove that for any k ě 2 and h ă log2 k, there
exists a free subshift X Ď kΓ of Hausdorff dimension and, if Γ is sofic, entropy at least h, answering
two questions attributed by Gao, Jackson, and Seward to Juan Souto [GJS16, Problems 11.2.4 and
11.2.5]. Furthermore, we establish a general lower bound on the largest “size” of a free subshift X 1
contained inside a given subshift X. A central role in our arguments is played by the Lovász Local
Lemma, an important tool in probabilistic combinatorics, whose relevance to the problem of finding
free subshifts was first recognized by Aubrun, Barbieri, and Thomassé [ABT16].
1. Introduction
We use N to denote the set of all nonnegative integers and identify each k P N with the set
ti P N : i ă ku. Countable sets are always assumed to carry discrete topologies. Throughout, Γ is a
countably infinite group with identity element 1. For a set A, the shift action Γñ AΓ on the set of
all maps x : Γ Ñ A is defined via
pγ ¨ xqpδq :“ xpδγq for all γ, δ P Γ and x P AΓ.
Occasionally, we will also have to consider the right shift action AΓ ð Γ, defined similarly by
px ¨ γqpδq :“ xpγδq for all γ, δ P Γ and x P AΓ.
Whenever we refer to the shift action, for instance when talking about shift-invariant sets, the left
shift action must be understood, unless explicitly stated otherwise. The main reason to invoke the
right shift action is that the map x ÞÑ StΓpxq that associates to each point x P AΓ its stabilizer
under the left shift action is right-shift-invariant; in other words, for all γ P Γ and x P AΓ,
γ ¨ x “ x ùñ γ ¨ px ¨ δq “ x ¨ δ for every δ P Γ.
If A is a topological space, then the shift action Γñ AΓ is continuous with respect to the product
topology. When A “ k P N, the product space kΓ is totally disconnected, compact, and metrizable.
A shift-invariant closed subset X Ď kΓ is called a subshift. A subshift X is minimal if X ‰ ∅
and there is no subshift Y such that ∅ ‰ Y Ł X. A subshift X is free if the induced action Γñ X
is free, i.e., if the stabilizer of every point x P X is trivial:
γ ¨ x “ x ùñ γ “ 1 for all γ P Γ and x P X.
Glasner and Uspenskij [GU09, Problem 6.2] asked if every countable group admits a nonempty free
subshift and gave a positive answer for groups that are either Abelian or residually finite [GU09,
Theorem 5.1]. Somewhat earlier, Dranishnikov and Schroeder [DS07, Theorem 2] reached the same
conclusion for torsion-free hyperbolic groups. The problem was finally resolved in a tour de force by
Gao, Jackson, and Seward [GJS09; GJS16], who showed that not only do nonempty free subshifts
exist for all groups, but they are rather numerous: For any k ě 2, every nonempty shift-invariant
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open subset U Ď kΓ contains continuumly many pairwise disjoint nonempty free subshifts [GJS16,
Theorem 1.4.1].
Seward and Tucker-Drob [ST16] further developed the techniques of [GJS09; GJS16] in order
to establish the following very strong result: If Γ ñ X is a free Borel action of Γ on a standard
Borel space X, then there exists an equivariant Borel map pi : X Ñ 2Γ such that pipXq is a free
subshift [ST16, Theorem 1.1]. (Here, and in what follows, a horizontal line indicates topological
closure.) This in particular implies that every countable group admits a free subshift with an
invariant probability measure, which answers a question raised by Gao, Jackson, and Seward [GJS16,
Problem 11.2.6]. Indeed, if the action Γñ X preserves a probability measure µ, then the pushforward
pi˚pµq is an invariant probability measure on pipXq.
For the rest of this article, fix an integer k ě 2. We study how “large,” in various senses, a free
subshift X Ď kΓ can be. Specifically, we investigate the following questions, which are attributed by
Gao, Jackson, and Seward to Juan Souto:
Question 1.1 ([GJS16, Problem 11.2.5]). For a given group Γ, what is the largest possible Hausdorff
dimension of a free subshift X Ď kΓ?
Question 1.2 ([GJS16, Problem 11.2.4]). For groups Γ in which a notion of entropy exists, what is
the largest possible entropy of a free subshift X Ď kΓ?
The notions of Hausdorff dimension and (topological) entropy are reviewed in Section 2. To date,
the largest class of groups for which a well-developed theory of entropy exists is formed by the
so-called sofic groups. Entropy for measure-preserving actions of sofic groups was introduced by
Bowen [Bow10] and then extended to the topological setting by Kerr and Li [KL11]. For the smaller
class of amenable groups, entropy was introduced earlier by Keiffer [Kei75] (with important further
developments by Ornstein and Weiss [OW87]) and is somewhat better behaved. Both the Hausdorff
dimension and, if Γ is sofic, the entropy of kΓ are equal to log2 k. We answer Questions 1.1 and 1.2
by showing that the Hausdorff dimension and, if Γ is sofic, the entropy of a free subshift can be
made arbitrarily close to this upper bound:
Theorem 1.3. Let U Ď kΓ be a nonempty shift-invariant open set. Then, for any h ă log2 k:
(i) there exists a free minimal subshift X Ď U of Hausdorff dimension at least h;
(ii) if Γ is amenable, then there exists a free minimal subshift X Ď U of entropy at least h;
(iii) if Γ is sofic, then there exists a free subshift X Ď U whose entropy with respect to any sofic
approximation is at least h.
The main ingredient in our proof of Theorem 1.3 is the so-called Lovász Local Lemma (the LLL
for short), a powerful tool in probabilistic combinatorics that is often used to prove existence results.
A brief review of the LLL is given in §4.C. Although the original proof of [GJS16, Theorem 1.4.1]
due to Gao, Jackson, and Seward is quite technical, Aubrun, Barbieri, and Thomassé [ABT16] later
employed the LLL to find a simple alternative construction of a nonempty free subshift X Ď 2Γ for
an arbitrary group Γ. Elek [Ele17], following an approach based on nonrepetitive graph colorings and
inspired by [Alo+02], obtained a new proof that there exist free subshifts with invariant probability
measures under the assumptions that Γ is finitely generated and sofic; Elek’s argument also relies
heavily on the LLL.
The main result of this article is Theorem 3.4, of which Theorem 1.3 is a simple special case. We
state Theorem 3.4 in Section 3 after introducing some necessary definitions. In the remainder of
this introduction we give a brief informal overview of the statement of Theorem 3.4 without being
precise about the technical details.
In this paper, we work with five notions of size for subshifts: Hausdorff dimension, entropy (with
the cases of amenable and general sofic groups treated somewhat differently), width, pointwise
width, and breadth. The former two are standard and reviewed in Section 2, while the latter three
are defined in Section 3 and are crucial for the statement of Theorem 3.4.
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The width wpXq of a subset X Ď kΓ is defined in a way that is quite similar to the definition of
Hausdorff dimension, with the advantage of not requiring to choose a metric. It is not hard to see
that for a subshift X, wpXq is a lower bound for the Hausdorff dimension and, if Γ is amenable, the
entropy of X (see Proposition 3.3(i),(iii)). The pointwise width of a set X is defined via
w˚pXq :“ inf
xPX mintwpΓ ¨ xq, wpx ¨ Γqu.
If X is a nonempty subshift with w˚pXq ě h, then we have wpXq ě h, and, moreover, wpY q ě h for
all nonempty subshifts Y Ď X. Furthermore, if w˚pXq is sufficiently large, namely strictly higher
than p1{2q log2 k, then X must be free (see Proposition 3.3(iv)). In view of these considerations,
finding subshifts of large pointwise width becomes our primary objective.
The last notion of size for a subshift X that we introduce (and the last ingredient needed for the
statement of our main result) is its breadth bpXq. The definition of breadth is directly informed
by the requirements of the LLL. In contrast to the other notions, it estimates the size of X in a
somewhat roundabout way: by measuring how “small” one can make a family of open sets whose
translates cover the complement of X. The main advantage of breadth is that it is usually easy to
bound from below, since a lower bound on bpXq can be witnessed by a single family U of open sets.
Now we can state our main result:
Theorem 3.4. Let X Ď kΓ be a subshift such that bpXq ą 0. Then wpXq ě bpXq; moreover, for
any h ă bpXq, there exists a nonempty subshift X 1 Ď X with the following properties:
(i) the pointwise width of X 1 is at least h;
(ii) if Γ is sofic, then the entropy of X 1 with respect to any sofic approximation is at least h;
(iii) there exist an invariant probability measure µ on X 1 and a factor map
pi : pr0; 1sΓ, λΓq Ñ pX 1, µq.
Theorem 1.3 easily follows from Theorem 3.4 since bpkΓq “ log2 k; the details are given in §3.C.
Acknowledgements. I am very grateful to Alexander Kechris, Robin Tucker-Drob, Benjamin
Weiss, and the anonymous referee for their helpful comments and to Anush Tserunyan for insightful
discussions.
2. Preliminaries
2.A. Basic definitions and notation. For convenience, we identify a function f with its graph,
i.e., with the set tpx, yq : fpxq “ yu. This enables the use of standard set-theoretic notation, such
as Y, | ¨ |, Ď, etc., for functions. The restriction of a function f to a set S is denoted by f |S . Given
sets X and Y , we use rXsă8 to denote the set of all finite subsets of X and rX Ñ Y să8 to denote
the set of all functions ϕ : F Ñ Y with F P rXsă8. The shift action Γñ kΓ naturally extends to
an action Γñ rΓ Ñ ksă8; specifically, for all ϕ P rΓ Ñ ksă8 and γ P Γ, let
dompγ ¨ ϕq :“ dompϕqγ´1 and pγ ¨ ϕqpδq :“ ϕpδγq for all δ P dompγ ¨ ϕq.
The right shift action rΓ Ñ ksă8 ð Γ is defined similarly in the obvious way. The topology on the
space kΓ is generated by the basic open sets of the form
Uϕ :“ tx P kΓ : x Ą ϕu, where ϕ P rΓ Ñ ksă8zt∅u.
Observe that each basic open set is also closed. Note that the space kΓ itself is not a basic open set
(this convention will simplify some of our definitions later). For X Ď kΓ and F P rΓsă8zt∅u, let
XF :“ tϕ P kF : X X Uϕ ‰ ∅u “ tx|F : x P Xu.
We use λ to denote the Lebesgue probability measure on the unit interval r0; 1s.
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2.B. Hausdorff dimension. To define Hausdorff dimension, we must first fix a metric on kΓ. To
that end, let γ0, γ1, . . . be an arbitrary enumeration of the elements of Γ. For distinct x, y P kΓ, let
distpx, yq :“ 2´n, where n :“ minti P N : xpγiq ‰ ypγiqu.
Of course, if x “ y, then distpx, yq :“ 0. Note that this metric is not shift-invariant and depends
on the choice of the enumeration γ0, γ1, . . . (in fact, the topology on kΓ is not induced by any
invariant metric). For h P r0;`8q, the h-dimensional Hausdorff content ChpXq of a set X Ď kΓ
is the infimum of all ε P r0;`8q such that there is a cover B of X by open balls withÿ
BPB
diampBqh “ ε.
The Hausdorff dimension of X, denoted dimHpXq, is given by
dimHpXq :“ infth P r0;`8q : ChpXq “ 0u.
The following observation is easy:
Proposition 2.1. We have dimHpkΓq “ log2 k and Clog2 kpXq “ 0 for any subshift X Ł kΓ.
2.C. Entropy for amenable groups. A group Γ is called amenable if it admits a Følner se-
quence, i.e., a sequence of nonempty finite subsets pFnq8n“0 such that
lim
nÑ8
|pγFnq4 Fn|
|Fn| “ 0 for all γ P Γ.
If Γ is amenable, then the (topological) entropy hpXq of a nonempty subshift X Ď kΓ is given by
hpXq :“ lim
nÑ8
log2 |XFn |
|Fn| ,
where pFnq8n“0 is a Følner sequence in Γ. By a fundamental result of Ornstein and Weiss [OW87],
the above limit always exists and is independent of the choice of the Følner sequence pFnq8n“0. The
entropy of a subshift obeys the following bounds:
Proposition 2.2. If Γ is amenable, then hpkΓq “ log2 k and hpXq ă log2 k for any subshift X Ł kΓ.
2.D. Entropy for sofic groups. A pseudo-action of Γ on a set V is a map
α : Γˆ V Ñ V : pγ, vq ÞÑ γ ¨α v.
We write α : Γ ñ˜V to indicate that α is a pseudo-action of Γ on V . When α is understood, we
usually simply write γ ¨ v instead of γ ¨α v.
Let α : Γ ñ˜V be a pseudo-action of Γ on a set V and let F Ď Γ. An element v P V is F -proper
(with respect to α) if the following conditions are satisfied:
— identity: 1 ¨ v “ v;
— F -equivariance: γ ¨ pδ ¨ vq “ pγδq ¨ v for all γ, δ P F such that γδ P F ;
— F -freeness: γ ¨ v “ δ ¨ v ùñ γ “ δ for all γ, δ P F .
Let PropF pαq denote the set of all F -proper elements v P V . Note that α is a free action if and
only if PropΓpαq “ V . If V is a finite set, then α is pε, F q-faithful for ε ą 0 and F Ď Γ if
|PropF pαq| ě p1´ εq|V |.
A group Γ is called sofic if it admits a sofic approximation, i.e., a sequence pαnq8n“0 of pseudo-
actions on nonempty finite sets such that for all ε ą 0 and F P rΓsă8, all but finitely many of the
pseudo-actions αn are pε, F q-faithful.
Sofic groups were introduced by Gromov [Gro99] as a common generalization of amenable and
residually finite groups (the term “sofic” was coined somewhat later by Weiss [Wei00]). In a major
breakthrough, Bowen [Bow10] generalized the notion of entropy from amenable to all sofic groups.
Bowen’s work was further extended by Kerr and Li [KL11], who, in particular, introduced sofic
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entropy to the topological setting and proved the variational principle for actions of sofic groups.
The presentation below is a slight modification of [Bow17, Section 7].
Let α : Γ ñ˜V be a pseudo-action of Γ. For a function f : V Ñ k, define the map pif : V Ñ kΓ via
pif pvqpγq :“ fpγ ¨ vq for all v P V and γ P Γ.
Note that if α is an action, then the map pif : V Ñ kΓ is equivariant; in general, we have
pγ ¨ pif pvqqpδq “ pif pγ ¨ vqpδq whenever γ, δ P Γ and v is tγ, δ, δγu-proper.
Let X Ď kΓ be a subshift and suppose that the set V is finite. An pε, F q-approximate X-coloring
of α, where ε ą 0 and F P rΓsă8, is a function f : V Ñ k such that
|tv P V : pif pvq|F P XF u| ě p1´ εq|V |.
The set of all pε, F q-approximate X-colorings of α is denoted by Colε,F pX,αq. Let
hε,F pX,αq :“ log2 |Colε,F pX,αq||V | .
If Colε,F pX,αq “ ∅, then, by definition, hε,F pX,αq :“ ´8.
Now assume that Γ is sofic and let Σ “ pαnq8n“0 be a sofic approximation to Γ. The (topological)
entropy hpX,Σq of a nonempty subshift X Ď kΓ with respect to Σ is given by
hpX,Σq :“ inf
ε,F
lim sup
nÑ8
hε,F pX,αnq,
where ε ranges over the positive reals and F ranges over the finite subsets of Γ. If Γ is amenable,
then we have hpX,Σq “ hpXq for any sofic approximation Σ [Bow12; KL13]. In general, however,
the value of hpX,Σq may depend on Σ. Nevertheless, we have the following:
Proposition 2.3 ([KL17, Propositions 10.28 and 10.29]). If Γ is sofic and Σ is a sofic approximation
to Γ, then hpkΓ,Σq “ log2 k and hpX,Σq ă log2 k for any subshift X Ł kΓ.
Note that Proposition 2.2 is a special case of Proposition 2.3.
3. Main definitions and results
3.A. Width and pointwise width. For ϕ P rΓ Ñ ksă8zt∅u, let
dpUϕq :“ 2´|ϕ|.
Note that we have 0 ă dpUq ď 1{2 for every basic open set U . The value dpUq is preserved by the
shift action and thus can be viewed as a shift-invariant alternative to the diameter diampUq. For a
family U of basic open sets and a parameter h P r0;`8q, let ρhpU q :“ řUPU dpUqh and define
wpU q :“ infth P r0;`8q : ρhpU q ď 1u.
If the family U is finite and nonempty, then ρhpU q, viewed as a function of h, is continuous and
strictly decreasing. Thus, wpU q for such U is equal to the unique h P r0;`8q with ρhpU q “ 1.
A cover of a set X Ď kΓ is a family U of basic open sets such that X Ď ŤU . The width of X,
denoted wpXq, is defined via
wpXq :“ inftwpU q : U is a cover of Xu.
Notice the close analogy between this definition and that of dimHpXq (see also Proposition 3.3(i)).
We will frequently use the fact that, since the space kΓ is compact, to determine wpXq for a closed
subset X Ď kΓ it is enough to only consider finite covers of X.
The pointwise width of a set X Ď kΓ, denoted w˚pXq, is given by
w˚pXq :“ inf
xPX mintwpΓ ¨ xq, wpx ¨ Γqu.
Technically, we have w˚p∅q “ `8 (even though wp∅q “ 0).
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Proposition 3.1. The following statements are valid:
(i) If Y Ď X Ď kΓ, then wpY q ď wpXq and w˚pY q ě w˚pXq.
(ii) If X Ď kΓ is a nonempty subshift, then w˚pXq ď wpXq.
Proof. Part (i) is clear, and for part (ii), notice that for every point x P X, we have Γ ¨ x Ď X,
hence w˚pXq ď wpΓ ¨ xq ď wpXq. 
Proposition 3.2. We have wpkΓq “ log2 k and wpXq ă log2 k for any closed set X Ł kΓ.
Proof. Let ν denote the uniform probability measure on k and let X Ď kΓ be a closed set. Since
the product measure νΓ on kΓ is regular, we have
νΓpXq “ inftνΓpUq : U Ď kΓ is an open set with U Ě Xu
“ inftνΓp
ď
U q : U is a finite cover of Xu.
Since every finite family of basic open subsets of kΓ admits a finite refinement consisting of pairwise
disjoint basic open sets, we conclude that
νΓpXq “ inftřUPU νΓpUq : U is a finite cover of Xu
“ inftřUPU dpUqlog2 k : U is a finite cover of Xu
“ inftρlog2 kpU q : U is a finite cover of Xu. (3.1)
The desired conclusion now follows since νΓpkΓq “ 1 and νΓpXq ă 1 if X ‰ kΓ. 
The next proposition confirms the importance of width and pointwise width as notions of size:
Proposition 3.3. If X Ď kΓ is a subshift, then:
(i) the Hausdorff dimension of X is at least wpXq;
(ii) for every set F P rΓsă8zt∅u, we have log2 |XF |{|F | ě wpXq;
(iii) if Γ is amenable, then the entropy of X is a least wpXq;
(iv) if w˚pXq ą p1{2q log2 k, then X is free;
(v) if U Ď kΓ is a shift-invariant open set and w˚pXq ą wpkΓzUq, then X Ď U .
Proof. (i) Let Bpx, rq denote the open ball of radius r ą 0 centered at a point x P kΓ. If n P N is
such that 2´n´1 ă r ď 2´n, then Bpx, rq is a basic open set with dpBpx, rqq “ diampBpx, rqq “ 2´n´1,
and the desired result follows.
(ii) The family tUϕ : ϕ P XF u is a cover of X with wptUϕ : ϕ P XF uq “ log2 |XF |{|F |.
(iii) Follows from (ii).
(iv) It is enough to prove that wpx ¨ Γq ď p1{2q log2 k for every point x P kΓ with StΓpxq ‰ t1u.
To that end, suppose that 1 ‰ γ P StΓpxq. For each i ă k, let ϕi : t1, γu Ñ k be the map given by
ϕip1q “ ϕipγq :“ i. Then tUϕi : i ă ku is a cover of x ¨ Γ and wptUϕi : i ă kuq “ p1{2q log2 k.
(v) For any x P kΓzU , we have Γ ¨ x Ď kΓzU , and hence wpΓ ¨ xq ď wpkΓzUq. 
3.B. Breadth. For a basic open set U and a parameter h P p0;`8q, let
σhpUq :“ log2 dpUq ¨ log2p1´ dpUqhq.
Note that both log2 dpUq and log2p1´ dpUqhq are negative, so σhpUq ą 0. It is often useful to keep
in mind that, when dpUq is small, we have
σhpUq « log2 e ¨ | log2 dpUq| ¨ dpUqh. (3.2)
If U “ Uϕ for ϕ P rΓ Ñ ksă8zt∅u, then (3.2) can be rewritten as
σhpUq « log2 e ¨ |ϕ| ¨ 2´h|ϕ|.
For large |ϕ|, the “main” term in the above expression is 2´h|ϕ|, which is equal to dpUqh. In other
words, it is usually safe to think of σhpUq as “almost” equal to dpUqh, modulo a small perturbation.
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For a family U of basic open sets and h P p0;`8q, let σhpU q :“ řUPU σhpUq and define
bpU q :“ supth P p0;`8q : h` σhpU q ă log2 ku. (3.3)
The value σhpU q is non-increasing as a function of h (we cannot say that it is strictly decreasing,
but only because it may be infinite). Due to this fact, the expression h`σhpU q appearing in (3.3) is
not, in general, a monotone function of h. By convention, if h` σhpU q ě log2 k for all h P p0;`8q,
then we set bpU q :“ 0.
An action-cover of a set W Ď kΓ is a family U of basic open sets such that W Ď ŤpΓ ¨U q, i.e.,
the translates of the sets in U cover W . The breadth of a set X Ď kΓ, denoted bpXq, is given by
bpXq :“ suptbpU q : U is an action-cover of kΓzXu.
In contrast to wpXq, to determine bpXq for a subshiftX we typically have to allow infinite families U .
As mentioned in the introduction, the notion of breadth is made useful by the fact that a lower
bound on bpXq can be witnessed by a single action-cover U of kΓzX. On the other hand, obtaining
upper bounds on bpXq can be more difficult. Indeed, a priori it is not even obvious that bp∅q “ 0.
(However, this statement is true and is part of our main result.)
3.C. The main result. At this point, after all the necessary definitions have been introduced, we
restate our main result, for the reader’s convenience:
Theorem 3.4. Let X Ď kΓ be a subshift such that bpXq ą 0. Then wpXq ě bpXq; moreover, for
any h ă bpXq, there exists a nonempty subshift X 1 Ď X with the following properties:
(i) the pointwise width of X 1 is at least h;
(ii) if Γ is sofic, then the entropy of X 1 with respect to any sofic approximation is at least h;
(iii) there exist an invariant probability measure µ on X 1 and a factor map
pi : pr0; 1sΓ, λΓq Ñ pX 1, µq.
With Theorem 3.4 in hand, it is easy to derive Theorem 1.3:
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Fix a nonempty shift-invariant open set U Ď kΓ and let h ă log2 k.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
h ą maxtp1{2q log2 k, wpkΓzUqu. (3.4)
Since, trivially, bpkΓq “ log2 k, Theorem 3.4 applied to kΓ yields a nonempty subshift X Ď kΓ such
that w˚pXq ě h and, if Γ is sofic, the entropy of X with respect to any sofic approximation is
at least h. From Proposition 3.3 and (3.4), it follows that X is free and X Ď U . Let Y Ď X be
an arbitrary minimal subshift. Since we also have w˚pY q ě h, Proposition 3.3 implies that the
Hausdorff dimension and, if Γ is amenable, the entropy of Y are at least h. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3.4
4.A. The main lemmas. For the purposes of the proof, we split Theorem 3.4 into two parts.
Lemma 4.1. Let X Ď kΓ be a subshift such that bpXq ą 0. Then, for any h ă bpXq, there exists
a subshift X 1 Ď X such that bpX 1q ě h and w˚pX 1q ě h.
Note that Lemma 4.1 does not yet guarantee that X 1 ‰ ∅ (as w˚p∅q “ `8). This is taken care
of in Lemma 4.2:
Lemma 4.2. Let X Ď kΓ be a subshift such that bpXq ą 0. Then X ‰ ∅; moreover,
(i) if Γ is sofic, then the entropy of X with respect to any sofic approximation is at least bpXq;
(ii) there exist an invariant probability measure µ on X and a factor map
pi : pr0; 1sΓ, λΓq Ñ pX,µq.
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It is clear that Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 combined yield Theorem 3.4. We prove Lemma 4.1 in §4.B by
constructing the required subshift X 1 explicitly. The proof of Lemma 4.2 crucially relies on the LLL.
We briefly review the LLL in §4.C and then prove Lemma 4.2 in §4.D.
4.B. Proof of Lemma 4.1.
Claim 4.3. Let F be a finite family of basic open sets with wpF q ă h. Then, for any ε ą 0, there
exist families V and W of basic open sets such that
σhpV q ă ε and σhpW q ă ε,
and for all x P kΓzŤV and y P kΓzŤW , we have
Γ ¨ x Ę
ď
F and y ¨ Γ Ę
ď
F .
Proof. Below we only describe the construction of the family V , as the family W is built in
virtually the same way, the only difference being the use of the right instead of the left shift action.
Let Φ Ă rΓ Ñ ksă8 be the (finite) set such that F “ tUϕ : ϕ P Φu and let ε ą 0. Let N P N be
a large integer (to be chosen later). Since Γ is infinite, we can find N elements γ1, . . . , γN P Γ such
that for all ϕ, ψ P Φ and 1 ď i ă j ď N , we have dompϕqγi X dompψqγj “ ∅. This implies that for
all U1, . . . , UN P F , the set ŞNi“1pγ´1i ¨ Uiq is basic open with
d
˜
Nč
i“1
pγ´1i ¨ Uiq
¸
“
Nź
i“1
dpUiq. (4.1)
We claim that the family V :“ tŞNi“1pγ´1i ¨ Uiq : U1, . . . , UN P F u is as desired.
Suppose that some x P kΓzŤV satisfies Γ ¨ x Ď ŤF . Then we can choose Ui P F for each
1 ď i ď N so that γi ¨ x P Ui. But this yields x P ŞNi“1pγ´1i ¨ Uiq P V , which is a contradiction.
Hence, it only remains to show that, if N is large enough, then σhpV q ă ε. To that end, consider
an arbitrary sequence U1, . . . , UN P F . By (4.1), we have
σh
˜
Nč
i“1
pγ´1i ¨ Uiq
¸
“ log2
Nź
i“1
dpUiq ¨ log2
˜
1´
Nź
i“1
dpUiqh
¸
.
Let c1 :“ maxt| log2 dpUq| : U P F u and c2 :“ 2h| log2p1´ 2´hq|. (Note that the values c1 and c2
do not depend on N .) We haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇlog2 Nź
i“1
dpUiq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
i“1
log2 dpUiq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď c1N,
and, since | log2p1´ aq| ď c2 ¨ a for all a P r0; 2´hs, we also have
log2
˜
1´
Nź
i“1
dpUiqh
¸
ď c2 ¨
Nź
i“1
dpUiqh.
Therefore,
σh
˜
Nč
i“1
pγ´1i ¨ Uiq
¸
ď c1c2 ¨N ¨
Nź
i“1
dpUiqh.
Since wpF q ă h, we have ρhpF q ă 1, and hence
σhpV q ď c1c2 ¨N ¨
ÿ
U1,...,UNPF
Nź
i“1
dpUiqh “ c1c2 ¨N ¨ ρhpF qN ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8 0. 
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Let X Ď kΓ be a subshift such that bpXq ą 0 and let h ă bpXq. We may assume that h ą 0 and
that there exists an action-cover U of kΓzX such that h` σhpU q ă log2 k. Let F0, F1, . . . be an
arbitrary enumeration of all the finite families F of basic open sets satisfying wpF q ă h. For each
n P N, let Vn and Wn be the families given by Claim 4.3 applied to the family Fn with
εn :“ log2 k ´ h´ σhpU q2n`2 .
Set U 1 :“ U YŤ8n“0pVn YWnq. Then the subshift X 1 :“ kΓzpΓ ¨U 1q is as desired. Indeed, since U
is an action-cover of kΓzX, we have X 1 Ď kΓzpΓ ¨U q Ď X. Since
h ` σhpU q `
8ÿ
n“0
pσhpVnq ` σhpWnqq
ă h ` σhpU q `
8ÿ
n“0
log2 k ´ h´ σhpU q
2n`1 “ log2 k,
we conclude that bpX 1q ě h. Finally, if x P kΓ satisfies wpΓ ¨ xq ă h or wpx ¨ Γq ă h, then there
exists an index n P N such that Γ ¨ x Ď ŤFn or x ¨ Γ Ď ŤFn. By the choice of Vn and Wn, such x
cannot belong to X 1, and hence w˚pX 1q ě h. The proof of Lemma 4.1 is complete.
4.C. The Lovász Local Lemma. The LLL was first introduced by Erdős and Lovász in [EL75].
It is usually stated probabilistically:
Theorem 4.4 (Erdős–Lovász, Lovász Local Lemma [AS00, Lemma 5.1.1]). Let B be a finite
collection of random events in a probability space Ω. For each B P B, let NpBq Ď BztBu be a
subset such that B is independent from the algebra generated by BzpNpBq Y tBuq. Suppose that a
function ω : B Ñ r0; 1q satisfies
PrBs ď ωpBq
ź
B1PNpBq
p1´ ωpB1qq for all B P B.
Then
P
«ľ
BPB
 B
ff
ě
ź
BPB
p1´ ωpBqq ą 0.
The LLL is often used in the form of the following corollary. LetX be a set and let Φ Ď rX Ñ ksă8.
Let ForbpΦq denote the set of all maps f : X Ñ k such that f Ğ ϕ for all ϕ P Φ. For each ϕ P Φ, let
Npϕ,Φq :“ tψ P Φ : dompϕq X dompψq ‰ ∅u.
We say that Φ is correct (for the LLL) if there is a function ω : Φ Ñ r0; 1q such that
k´|ϕ| ď ωpϕq
ź
ψPNpϕ,Φq
p1´ ωpψqq for all ϕ P Φ.
In this case ω is called a witness to the correctness of Φ.
Corollary 4.5. Let X be a set and let Φ Ď rX Ñ ksă8. If the set Φ is correct, then ForbpΦq ‰ ∅.
Furthermore, if X is finite and ω : Φ Ñ r0; 1q is a witness to the correctness of Φ, then
|ForbpΦq| ě k|X|
ź
ϕPΦ
p1´ ωpϕqq.
For finite X, Corollary 4.5 follows from Theorem 4.4 by taking Ω to be the set kX equipped with
the uniform probability measure (see, e.g., [MR02, p. 41] for more details). The infinite case is
derived from the finite one via a straightforward compactness argument.
Recently, Moser and Tardos [MT10] developed an algorithmic approach to the LLL that has
led to a large amount of work concerning various effective versions of the LLL. A salient example
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is the computable version of the LLL due to Rumyantsev and Shen [RS14]. In another direction,
several measurable versions of the LLL have been established [Ber16; Csó+16]. Here we will use a
measurable version of the LLL for group actions from [Ber16].
Suppose that Φ Ď rΓ Ñ ksă8. Then we have ForbpΦq “ kΓzŤϕPΦ Uϕ. In particular, if the set Φ
is shift-invariant, then ForbpΦq is a subshift. Let α : Γñ pX,µq be a measure-preserving action of
Γ on a probability space pX,µq. Given a shift-invariant set Φ Ď rΓ Ñ ksă8, a measurable solution
to Φ over α is a measurable function f : X Ñ k such that for µ-almost all x P X, the map
pif pxq : Γ Ñ k : γ ÞÑ fpγ ¨ xq
belongs to ForbpΦq.
Theorem 4.6 ([Ber16, Corollary 6.7]). Let Φ Ď rΓ Ñ ksă8 be a correct shift-invariant set. Then
the shift action Γñ pr0; 1sΓ, λΓq admits a measurable solution to Φ.
Corollary 4.7. Let Φ Ď rΓ Ñ ksă8 be a correct shift-invariant set. Then there exist an invariant
probability measure µ on ForbpΦq and a factor map
pi : pr0; 1sΓ, λΓq Ñ pForbpΦq, µq.
Proof. Let f : r0; 1sΓ Ñ k be a measurable solution to Φ given by Theorem 4.6. We may then
take pi :“ pif and µ :“ ppif q˚pλΓq. 
Theorem 4.6 is a special case of [Ber16, Theorem 6.6], whose full statement is somewhat technical
and will not be needed here. Roughly speaking, [Ber16, Theorem 6.6] asserts that any combinatorial
argument that proceeds via a series of iterative applications of the LLL can be preformed in a
measurable fashion over the shift action Γñ pr0; 1sΓ;λΓq.
4.D. Proof of Lemma 4.2.
Claim 4.8. Let U be a family of basic open sets and let h P p0;`8q be such that
h` σhpU q ă log2 k. (4.2)
Let Φ Ď rΓ Ñ ksă8 be the set such that U “ tUϕ : ϕ P Φu. For each ϕ P Γ ¨ Φ, define
ωpϕq :“ 2´h|ϕ|.
Then ω is a witness to the correctness of Γ ¨ Φ.
Proof. Since ω is invariant under the shift action Γñ Γ ¨ Φ, we only have to verify that
k´|ϕ| ď ωpϕq
ź
ψPNpϕ,Γ¨Φq
p1´ ωpψqq for all ϕ P Φ.
Let ϕ P Φ. By definition, Npϕ,Γ ¨ Φq is the set of all products of the form δ ¨ ψ, where ψ P Φ and
δ P Γ, with the property that dompϕqX dompδ ¨ψq ‰ ∅. This is equivalent to δ P dompϕq´1dompψq,
so, for each choice of ψ P Φ, there are at most |dompϕq´1dompψq| ď |ϕ||ψ| possible choices for δ P Γ.
Using this observation together with the shift-invariance of ω, we obtain
ωpϕq
ź
ψPNpϕ,Γ¨Φq
p1´ ωpψqq ě ωpϕq
ź
ψPΦ
p1´ ωpψqq|ϕ||ψ|.
It remains to show that
k´|ϕ| ď ωpϕq
ź
ψPΦ
p1´ ωpψqq|ϕ||ψ|. (4.3)
Plugging the definition of ω into (4.3), we get
k´|ϕ| ď 2´h|ϕ|
ź
ψPΦ
p1´ 2´h|ψ|q|ϕ||ψ|,
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which is equivalent to
k´1 ď 2´h
ź
ψPΦ
p1´ 2´h|ψ|q|ψ|.
Taking the logarithm on both sides turns the last inequality into
log2 k ě h´
ÿ
ψPΦ
|ψ| ¨ log2p1´ 2´h|ψ|q.
But |ψ| “ ´ log2pdpUψqq and 2´h|ψ| “ dpUψqh, so
´
ÿ
ψPΦ
|ψ| ¨ log2p1´ 2´h|ψ|q “
ÿ
UPU
log2pdpUqq ¨ log2p1´ dpUqhq “ σhpU q,
and we are done by (4.2). 
Let X Ď kΓ be a subshift with bpXq ą 0 and consider any action-cover U of kΓzX with bpU q ą 0.
Let h P p0;`8q be such that h` σhpU q ă log2 k. Note that U and h can be chosen so that h is as
close to bpXq as desired. Let Φ Ď rΓ Ñ ksă8 be the set such that U “ tUϕ : ϕ P Φu. According
to Claim 4.8, the set Γ ¨ Φ is correct for the LLL. Corollary 4.5 then implies that ForbpΓ ¨ Φq ‰ ∅;
furthermore, according to Corollary 4.7, there exist an invariant probability measure µ on ForbpΓ ¨Φq
and a factor map pi : pr0; 1sΓ, λΓq Ñ pForbpΓ ¨ Φq, µq. Since ForbpΓ ¨ Φq “ kΓzŤpΓ ¨ U q Ď X, we
conclude that X ‰ ∅ and part (ii) of Lemma 4.2 holds.
It remains to verify that if Γ is sofic, then the entropy of X with respect to any sofic approximation
is at least bpXq. In fact, we will show that the entropy of ForbpΓ ¨ Φq is at least h, which will yield
the desired result as ForbpΓ ¨ Φq Ď X and h can be made arbitrarily close to bpXq. The idea is
simple: Given a pseudo-action α : Γ ñ˜V on a finite set V , we “copy” Γ ¨ Φ over to V and build a
set Φα Ď rV Ñ ksă8 such that every map in ForbpΦαq is an approximate ForbpΓ ¨ Φq-coloring of α;
then we apply the LLL to obtain a lower bound on |ForbpΦαq|. In the remainder of the proof, we
work out the technical details of this approach.
Let ε ą 0 and let F P rΓsă8zt∅u. Recall that for a subshift Y Ď kΓ, the set YF is defined by
YF :“ tϕ P kF : Y X Uϕ ‰ ∅u “ ty|F : y P Y u.
By compactness, we can find a finite set S P rΓsă8 such that
ForbpΓ ¨ ΦqF “ ForbpS ¨ pΦX rS Ñ ksă8qqF . (4.4)
We may assume that the set S is symmetric and contains 1. For each n P N, let
Sn :“ tγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ γn : γ1, . . . , γn P Su.
Let α : Γ ñ˜V be an pε, S4q-faithful pseudo-action of Γ on a finite set V . We will show that
hε,F pForbpΓ ¨ Φq, αq ě h.
For each ϕ P rΓ Ñ ksă8 and v P Propdompϕqpαq, define the map ϕv P rV Ñ ksă8 by
dompϕvq :“ dompϕq ¨ v and ϕvpγ ¨ vq :“ ϕpγq for all γ P dompϕq,
and let
Φα :“ tϕv : ϕ P ΦX rS Ñ ksă8, v P PropS3pαqu.
Claim 4.9. We have ForbpΦαq Ď Colε,F pForbpΓ ¨ Φq, αq.
Proof. Let f P ForbpΦαq. Note that for any v P PropS4pαq, we have S ¨ v Ď PropS3pαq, and
therefore pif pvq P ForbpS ¨ pΦX rS Ñ ksă8qq. From (4.4) we conclude
|tv P V : pif pvq|F P ForbpΓ ¨ ΦqF u| ě |PropS4pαq| ě p1´ εq|V |. 
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Recall that, according to Claim 4.8, the map
ω : Γ ¨ Φ Ñ r0; 1q : ϕ ÞÑ 2´h|ϕ|
is a witness to the correctness of Γ ¨ Φ. Define
ωα : Φα Ñ r0; 1q : ψ ÞÑ 2´h|ψ|.
Claim 4.10. The map ωα is a witness to the correctness of Φα.
Proof. Consider any v P PropS3pαq and ϕ P ΦX rS Ñ ksă8. We will define an injective map
ι : Npϕv,Φαq Ñ Npϕ,Γ ¨ Φq
such that for all ψ P Npϕv,Φαq, we have |ψ| “ |ιpψq|. Since then we also have ωαpψq “ ωpιpψqq, the
desired conclusion follows by Claim 4.8.
Suppose that ψu P Npϕv,Φαq for some u P PropS3pαq and ψ P ΦX rS Ñ ksă8. Choose arbitrary
γ P dompϕq and δ P dompψq such that γ ¨ v “ δ ¨ u and define
ιpψuq :“ pγ´1δq ¨ ψ.
Clearly, ιpψuq P Npϕ,Γ ¨ Φq since γ P dompιpψuqq. Also, we have |ψu| “ |ψ| “ |ιpψuq|. Finally, the
map ι is injective, since it is invertible: ψu “ pιpψuqqv. Indeed, as v and u are both S3-proper, for
every ζ P dompψq, we have
pζδ´1γq ¨ v “ ζ ¨ pδ´1 ¨ pγ ¨ vqq “ ζ ¨ pδ´1 ¨ pδ ¨ uqq “ ζ ¨ u,
so ψu “ pιpψuqqv, as claimed. 
From Claim 4.10 and Corollary 4.5, we obtain
|ForbpΦαq| ě k|V |
ź
ψPΦα
p1´ ωαpψqq ě k|V |
ź
ϕPΦXrSÑksă8
ź
vPPropS3 pαq
p1´ ωαpϕvqq
ě k|V |
ź
ϕPΦ
p1´ 2´h|ϕ|q|V |.
Therefore, by Claim 4.9,
hε,F pForbpΓ ¨ Φq, αq “ log2 |Colε,F pForbpΓ ¨ Φq, αq||V |
ě log2 |ForbpΦαq||V | ě log2 k `
ÿ
ϕPΦ
log2p1´ 2´h|ϕ|q.
But 2´h|ϕ| “ dpUϕqh and ´ log2pdpUϕqq “ |ϕ| ě 1, so
log2 k `
ÿ
ϕPΦ
log2p1´ 2´h|ϕ|q “ log2 k `
ÿ
UPU
log2p1´ dpUqhq
ě log2 k ´
ÿ
UPU
log2pdpUqq ¨ log2p1´ dpUqhq
“ log2 k ´ σhpU q ą h,
as desired.
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